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NEW QUESTION: 1
Cisco Discovery Protocolに関する2つの説明のうち、正しいものはどれですか？ （2つ選択）
A. OSIレイヤー2で実行されます
B. SNMPではサポートされていません
C. TLVを使用してネイティブVLANをアドバタイズします
D. OSIレイヤー1で実行されます
E. フレームリレーサブインターフェイスでサポートされています
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer has lost connectivity to one of their sites In a vSAN Stretched Cluster.
When connectivity is restored, what DRS setting will ensure VMs are not migrated back before
resyncs are complete?
A. DRS configured in Partially Automated mode
B. DRS turned off
C. DRS configured in Fully Automated mode
D. DRS configured in Manual Mode
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which components does HMAC use to determine the authenticity and integrity of a message?
(Choose two.)
A. The hash
B. The password
C. The key
D. The transform set
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company is running a serverless application that consists of several AWS Lambda functions

and Amazon DynamoDB tables. The company has created new functionality that requires the
Lambda functions to access an Amazon Neptune DB cluster. The Neptune DB cluster is located
in three subnets in a VPC.
Which of the possible solutions will allow the Lambda functions to access the Neptune DB
cluster and DynamoDB tables? (Select TWO.)
A. Create three public subnets in the Neptune VPC, and route traffic through an internet
gateway. Host the Lambda functions in the three new public subnets.
B. Create three private subnets in the Neptune VPC, and route internet traffic through a NAT
gateway. Host the Lambda functions in the three new private subnets.
C. Create three private subnets in the Neptune VPC. Host the Lambda functions in the three
new isolated subnets. Create a VPC endpoint for DynamoDB. and route DynamoDB traffic to the
VPC endpoint.
D. Host the Lambda functions outside the VPC. Create a VPC endpoint for the Neptune
database, and have the Lambda functions access Neptune over the VPC endpoint.
Answer: C,D
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